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1. Abstract:
“TAMIL” means “LANGUAGE”?… “TAMIL NEW YEAR” means “BIRTH DAY” anniversary of “TAMIL”?... If so when TAMIL borns?...
Most of the world nations including India are celebrating New Year day on “JANUARY 1”, based on “Gregorian”, “Julian” calendar.
In Tamilnadu, based on ancient Tamil culture, some scholar observing “JANUARY 15” as New year day and some scholar observing “APRIL 14” as New year day. In CHINA, they are observing “FEBRUARY 24” as New Year day.

FEBRUARY 24 also falls on New Year day!...
- Author

This scientific research focus that “THAI PONGAL” festival shall be considered closely associated with “BIRTHDAY” celebration of “J-RADIATION” (Zero hour radiation) of Cosmo Universe which shall be considered as SOUL of Universe responsible for existence of all matters of Universe including planets and solar system.
In proto Indo Europe language “J-Radiation” shall also mean “Venpongal” as described below:

(i)
i) Right dot is like “LOVE” (Kaanum Pongal)
ii) Left dot is like “MERCY” (Mattu Pongal)
iii) Centre dot is like “HOPE” (Suriya Pongal)

“THAI PONGAL” shall mean “BIRTHDAY” celebration of “J-RADIATION”. The J-RADIATION near white hole region shall be considered originated on “JANUARY 14” in the early Universe and reached full fledged growth on “APRIL 14” in three stages as per “Julian” Calendar (J-Calendar) - M. Arulmani, Tamil Based Indian

[2. Key Words:
   a) Philosophy of “THAI”?
   b) Philosophy of Birth day of “J-RADIATION”?...
   c) Philosophy of “FEBRUARY 24”?...
   d) Philosophy of Back side of “MOON”?...

3. Introduction:
   Big Bang theory focus that the entire Cosmo universe is believed to have formed from “CLOUD OF STAR DUST” 13.7 billion years ago. For formation of matters “ENERGY” is required. If so what was the source of Energy?...
   It is focused that “MU-TAMIL” shall be considered as law of Energy derived from the source of “Super Natural Sprit” (Thai). In Proto Indo Europe language Pure Energy shall mean “Venpongal” (Soul) and supernatural spirit shall mean “Thai” (Kural) as philosophically described as below:
   (i)
Pongal can be celebrated just as one day festival?... NO... NO... NO...

It is focused that in the origin of Cosmo universe “Pongal” shall considered as “White matters” (Virgin matters) considered originated in three months time beginning from “JANUARY 14” to “APRIL 14” in three stages.

This research further focus that the white matters (Venpongal) considered transformed to EARTH PLANET and become colourful matters (Sweet Pongal) for cherishing the Earthly life.

“The philosophy of “NEW YEAR” shall be considered as systematic “NATURAL RECYCLIC PROCESS” to overcome the hurdles under varied environmental condition for sustainability and cherished life”.

- Author

4. Hypothesis and Narrations
a) Philosophy of Birthday of J-Radiation?...
   It is hypothesized that in the expanding universe the growth process of J-Radiation near white hole region shall be described as below. J-Radiation is like “Soul” of universe.

b) Philosophy of Birthday?...
   i) Birthday shall mean time of conception?
   ii) Birthday shall mean time of delivery?
   iii) Birthday shall mean time of Birth registration?

   It is focused that the birthday of J-Radiation shall be considered as “APRIL 14” even though it was conceived and begin to proceed on “JANUARY 14” as described below.
It is focused that though the SOUL has been originated in January-14 it shall be considered as materialized only in April-14. In birthday registration record the date of soul cannot be registered but the date of material product only shall be considered as registered as “DATE OF BIRTH”.

(i) Geetahi is like Bogi Pongal (Mu-Tamil)
(ii) Kothai is like Suriya pongal (Kanni Tamil)
(iii) Rathai is like Mattu Pongal (Kodum Tamil)
(iv) Seethai is like Kaanum Pongal (Sentamil)

C) Philosophy of THAI?

Case study shows that in Tamil language “Thai” refers to one of the twelve months of Tamil calendar believed to indicate the particular reference to movement of “SUN” in the solar system. It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “THAI” shall mean to indicate the stage of relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON rotating on its axis in the ancient time rather than movement of SUN alone. The other side of Moon cannot be seen?... NO... NO... NO... It is hypothesized that various cyclic process of nature, Moon phases, Seasonal conditions shall be considered occurred due to interaction of relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON on its axis rather than orbiting other planets. It is speculated that all four sides of Moon being seen from Earth planet.

In Proto Indo Europe language “THAI” (Kural) shall mean “COSMO UNIVERSE” having base supported by SUN, EARTH, MOON which act like foundation of Universe as described below.
Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation)

(e) Philosophy of Kanni Tamil?

It is hypothesized that ‘Kanni Tamil’ shall be considered as the “Radiant Energy” particles (soul) emanated from white hole region of universe which shall be considered as responsible for existence of all matters of universe.

(f) Philosophy of FEBRUARY 24?

In the universal calendar and time estimation LEAP YEAR is considered as particular year were February moth has 29 days instead of 28 days on completion of every four years. What is the specialty of leap year estimation only for February month?

It is hypothesized that during origin of J-RADIATION (Zero hour radiation) the February month shall be considered as having only 24 days as per Gregorian, Julian calendar. It is focused that in the early Universe the relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as very stable and all the months right from January to December shall be considered as containing constant even number of only 24 days. During expanding Universe the number of days in various month of calendar might be fluctuating such as 28 days, 29 days, 30 days, 31 days.

In February moth in the earlier Universe considered contains only 24 days and consistently varied to 29 days in three nuclear age as described below.

(i) Birthday of J-Radiation (5,00,000 years ago) – February has 24 days
(ii) First nuclear age (3,00,000 years ago) – February has 24 + ¼ days
(iii) Second nuclear age (2,00,000 years ago) – February has 26 + ½ days
(iv) Third nuclear age (1,00,000 years ago) – February has 27 + ¾ days
(v) Current period (1,000 years ago) – February has reached 29 days

It is hypothesized that February 24 is more significant in the origin of Cosmo Universe and closely associated with birth day of “J-RADIATION”.

(g) Philosophy of JANUARY 14?

Thai Pongal shall mean born on January 15? NO… NO… NO… It is hypothesized that in ancient time Thai Pongal was celebrated consistently on January 14 due to stable relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON. During the course of expanding Universe the Thai Pongal date might be shifted to January 15 due to variation in relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON.

“THAYAL” shall mean “VEN PONGAL” (January 14) “CHITRA” shall mean “SWEET PONGAL” (April 14)
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(h) Philosophy of Harvest festival?

Case study shows that harvest festival being celebrated by many part of world nations as a matter of “THANKS GIVING AND OFFERING TO GOD”. In Tamilnadu Thai Pongal being celebrated for three days in the name of Suriya Pongal, Mattu Pongal and Kaanum Pongal. During Kaanum Pongal people are visiting relatives house, going to beach, going to park and celebrating with vadai, murukku, payasam, sundal
and ice cream to mark the concept of unity and bondage.

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of “HARVEST” shall mean Transformation of “SOUL” (Venpongal) into matters (sweet pongal) to make unity and peace.

“THAI PIRANTHAL VAZHI PIRAKKUM” shall mean removal of poverty, mutual health, creating peace.
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i) Philosophy of TIE?...

In Tamil culture and custom during marriage BRIDEGROOM used to Tie “THALI” to bride with “three knot” to indicate that wife should be under control of husband and obedient.

It is hypothesized that the philosophy of Thali shall mean “SOUL” to make the symbol of joyful that

i) Husband should be “HOPEFUL”

ii) Husband should be “FAITHFUL”

iii) Husband should be “USEFUL”

j) Thiruvalluvar differs from Thiruvalluvar?...

Case study shows that Thiruvalluvar shall be considered as Divine poet who is believed to have lived before JESUS CHRIST in Tamilnadu, Chennai.

It is hypothesized that “Thiruvalluvar” shall be considered as human ancestor lived in “KACHCHA THEEVU” (3,00,000 years ago) even before SUN emits first rays. Further Thiruvalluvar shall be considered as expert in Astronomy, Astrophysics and could have constructed “GREAT EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS” without much difficulty as he could be capable of “FLYING”. Thiruvalluvar shall also be called as “MGR”. MGR shall acronymically known as “MARS GEO RULER”. It is further hypothesized that Thiruvalluvar could have born during January 17 (3,00,000 years ago).
5. Conclusion:

The philosophy of “NEW YEAR” shall be considered derived from proto Indo Europe language “THAI PONGAL”.
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